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 As an adolescent working my way through the public school system in Juneau, 
Alaska, I had on optimistic view of my future. As I passed through the public school 
system I was plagued by a subtle but common problem. Although I received high 
grades and excelled academically, I did not feel a passion for any particular subject. I 
didn’t dislike my classes, in fact, I truly enjoyed school, but I could not see myself 
devoting my life to any of those disciplines. 
 When I was sixteen I began to develop a passion for music. At that point I had 
already played several instruments, switching from clarinet to guitar and finally to the 
drum set. What initially felt like a hobby was starting to take greater precedent in my 
life, and I was confronted with the realization that it may be the only thing I truly wanted 
to pursue as a career. This realization was frightening to my pragmatic, goal-oriented 
brain because of a common rhetoric: getting a job in the music industry requires luck.  
 I was lucky, I felt. I had at my disposal all the privileges of a modern first world 
youth: I lived comfortably, I was healthy, and I was bright. These were all lucky 
advantages I had received without effort or intention. For much of my life, this was my 
working definition of luck. Over the next several years I would come to find that I was 
receiving what seemed like “lucky” breaks in the infancy of my drumming career. I 
began to wonder why I would be offered these opportunities over others. Could it 
possibly be random chance? Certainly it wasn’t my natural talent for drumming, which 
was average at best. I pondered this question until I was presented with the idea that 
luck was, in most cases, the result of preparation meeting opportunity. I thought about 
that concept consistently and slowly began to believe in its validity and importance.  
 If we illustrate this in the form of a pseudo-mathematical equation, then 
preparation x opportunity = luck. Note that this multiplicative relationship means that 
luck can only exist given both factors. Preparation stems from skills and experience, 
which can be practiced and developed independently. Opportunities, on the other 
hand, are usually external and difficult to affect. This is not to say that an individual has 
no influence over the opportunities offered to them, but the intentional seeking of 
opportunities exists in the realm of preparation. Opportunities exist in virtual perpetuity 
– there are always needs to be met in a growing, globalized economy. Often 
musicians bemoan the lack of opportunities in the music industry. The important 
distinction is that few opportunities exist for the majority of unprepared and unskilled 
musicians. Opportunity requires eligibility, which is gained from preparation. While this 
may seem obvious or intuitive, it is worth explanation considering the general confusion 
that surrounds many entertainment industry occupations. 
 It was with this principle in mind that I set out to improvise a career. Most 
musicians cannot live on a single form of income. For this reason, I decided that I 
could strategically prepare myself with a set of contingency plans to be eligible for as 
many opportunities as possible. In this way, I could hope to make the equivalent of a 
full time salary through many distinct revenue streams related to drumming. My time at 
Western Washington University and in the Honors Program has been, and will be, 
instrumental in this preparation. In this project I will outline three contingency plans and 
describe the preparation I have made and the opportunities that have presented 





Sect ion 1: The Drum Lab Seatt le Business Plan 
 While most drummers prefer to perform, one of the most lucrative and stable 
forms of income for a drummer is education. I have always loved teaching, and began 
teaching drum lessons as soon as I was able. While private lessons can be a great 
secondary income, my vision has been to create an entire teaching facility dedicated 
to private drum lessons. This is a long-term goal. However, Western Washington’s 
business program has helped prepare me for this eventuality and the work in these 











The Drum Lab will be a business dedicated to providing high quality drum lessons at a 
dedicated studio location in Seattle, WA. The primary service provided will be half hour 
private drum lessons with professional instructors (including the management team), 
though rentals for practice space and community events may be considered as well. 
The Drum Lab will strive to create an atmosphere of professionalism, cleanliness, and 
modern style in order to attract and retain a young demographic. These elements 
combined with rigorous instructor standards will create value. 
Location has been chosen in an area both far from other studios and near to K-12 
schools for the sake of customer convenience. Operating hours will vary based on 
student rosters, and weekly half hour lessons will start at a flat rate of $100 per month. 
The Drum Lab will embrace modern guerilla marketing tactics in order to attract 
customers. These methods include clinics, social media content creation, and free 
lesson coupons/Groupon specials. Word of mouth and strong individual relationships 
will be priorities in our marketing tactics. 
Start up and day-to-day operations will be handled by Cole Paramore: a drum teacher 
and graduate of Western Washington University, and Zack Bell: a drum teacher, 
programmer, and entrepreneur. 
The Drum Lab will require $63,000 in start-up capital. Of this, $20,000 will be provided 
by the management team/co-owners and $50,000 will be obtained through a small 
business loan. Projected revenues for the first year total $69,500 and the company is 
projected to be profitable by the third quarter of year two. Consistent growth is 
expected for at least five years, and the nature of the business allows for a lean start-











“To cultivate creativity in music through education, motivation, and inspiration.” 
Mission Statement 
“To create unique spaces that foster positive growth through drumming and music.” 
Business Strategy 
The Drum Lab will embrace business and social principles detailed in this business 
plan to successfully compete in the marketplace. Lean start-up methods are integral to 
our strategy and will allow for a quick, efficient, and cost-effective start up. This is 
particularly feasible because of the nature of the business – complexity is at a 
minimum and the greatest cost driver of the start-up procedure is a basic renovation. 
While major innovations and improvements in private drum lessons are infrequent, 
subtle distinctions in our business model will help differentiate us from the competition. 
Proper understanding of the clientele, marketplace, and competitors allows us to 
target a less competitive demographic. While many drum teachers target intermediate 
and advanced drummers, The Drum Lab will appeal primarily to young students and 
children who have not yet chosen an instrument. While it may intuitively make sense to 
appeal to intermediate or advanced drummers, it is more beneficial for a facility 
operating with large rosters to target young students, which is a much larger and more 
impressionable demographic. Drummers who have been playing for more than one 
year and choose to take drum lessons are likely to have already chosen an instructor, 
and will be difficult to capture. Furthermore, the relationship between number of 
potential clients and their skill level is inversely proportional. For these reasons, a logical 
choice is to target the K-12 student demographic, which will result in loyal customers 
and long lasting relationships. These relationships will begin in the early stages of 
elementary or middle school, and will continue throughout the student’s K-12 career, 
at which point students are likely to go to college, begin a career, or move away. 
The competitive threat of nearby studios will be dealt with through service 
differentiation and physical distance. By locating sixty miles or more away from other 
studios the threat of competition will be mitigated. Key success factors include proper 
location, facility layout/soundproofing, and positive press/reviews in the early stages of 
production. 
Services Provided 
In short, The Drum Lab’s primary service is high quality private drum lessons. In the 
times that lesson rooms are not scheduled with lessons, students will be able to 
schedule practice time for a fee. 
Value will derive from the quality of facility and quality of education. A young and savvy 
management team with an appreciation for design and technology will be key in 
incorporating modern education techniques into a traditionally stagnant field. Because 
excellent customer service is a top priority, students will be able to contact, ask 
questions, and receive general support from instructors during the week. 
By focusing on education rather than retail – unlike most shops – The Drum Lab will 
position itself at the high end of drum instruction facilities while maintaining affordable 
price points. The professional atmosphere will be achieved through efficient use of 
facility space, facility cleanliness/design, and instructor standards. 
Competi tor Analysis 
Overview 
The Drum Lab will compete directly with drum shops that offer drum lessons in the 
Seattle area such as Guitar Center and Donn Bennett Drum Studio. These companies 
succeed for several reasons; in Guitar Center’s case, their large retail presence 
attracts all sorts of musicians, some of whom choose to try lessons. In the case of 
Donn Bennett Drum Studio, locally known instructors and a strong local reputation has 
allowed them to build up a substantial roster over time. 
While Donn Bennett provides adequate customer service and quality of lessons, their 
facilities are lackluster and their primary focus is on retail. Because the studio rooms 
are minimally repurposed from storage spaces, they do not provide a high level of 
noise isolation, and furthermore impart a poor sense of value. Guitar Center, on the 
other hand, provides modern and immaculate facilities, but with below average 
instruction. Their curriculums are not tailored to each student, and the company suffers 
a poor retention rate for students, as reported from a private trusted source in the 
industry. 
As alluded to above, The Drum Lab will differentiate through a strong emphasis on 
professionalism and dedication to drum lessons exclusively. These two factors will be 
key in attracting our target customers: parents of young students. 
Trends 
In the past decade the number of independent musicians has almost doubled as 
shown by the Bureau of Labor Statistics.3 This growth is expected to increase, and 
furthermore, the music industry has resumed growth as of 2013.8, 9 
Because of The Drum Lab’s focus on young musicians and students, an emphasis will 
be placed on the 5 to 18 year old demographic. With population expected to increase 
in the target demographic of 5 to 18 years old (which currently sits at approximately 
150,000 in Seattle), The Drum Lab expects to capitalize on these strong industry 
opportunities.7 
Operating margins in the private lesson industry sit at approximately 30%. This is a 
somewhat invariable average, calculated from total revenues from instructors minus 
the cut paid to the studio. This is particularly high for the music industry in general, 
which at large averages 10% operating margins. By contrast, the education industry as 
a whole, which boasts better margins, is expected to grow by 5% per year for the next 
five years, which makes now an apt time to enter the market.11 
Customer Perception 
Drum lessons are often given out of a teacher’s home, which is a less than ideal 
environment. If instructors do teach out of a facility, it is often out of an add-on to a 
retail location and kept in a less than ideal state. A clean, dedicated, maintained facility 
for drum lessons shows attention to detail and dedication to education, which is 
important for parents of young students. 
Drum lessons as a service, especially for young students, lie in a category between 
essential and inessential. While drum lessons are, technically, an unessential good, 
parents’ perceived benefits of educational services will be a benefit in keeping drum 
lessons from being an extraneous expense. Regardless, disposable income is still a 
priority in market segmentation. 
PESTEL Analysis 
Political – The political climate for a small, lean, service business is as favorable as any 
small business. Drum lessons cause few, if any, extra regulatory processes.  
Economic – Economic conditions for the education industry, as discussed above, are 
generally favorable and predict steady growth. This combined with the slow growth of 
the economy in general make for a favorable economic climate. 
Social – Socially, the Seattle market is one that favors the arts and education. Because 
the service provides what is generally perceived as a social good, the social climate for 
drum lessons is especially conducive in Washington and the Seattle area. 
Technological – Modern technology is a double-edged sword for drum lessons. On 
one hand, technology allows for easy and automatic payments, effective security 
systems, the ability to record lessons for later consumption, and electronic transfer of 
lesson materials. However, the proliferation of the internet has given rise to electronic 
drum lessons services; a new competitor. 
Legal – The legal climate for private drum lessons is one of low risk. Lawsuits are 
unlikely to occur, though if they were to it would be due to misconduct between an 
instructor and student, which would have a great impact on the company. This 
somewhat unlikely legal complication emphasizes the importance of proper 
employment practices. However, because The Drum Lab will employ the two owners 
exclusively until capacity is reached, this is not a short-term concern. Environmental – 
Private drum lessons as a service leave a low environmental impact and produce 
almost zero byproducts, making the topic of environmental complications virtually null. 
Opportunit ies & Threats 
The Drum Lab has an opportunity to capitalize on a growing market and industry in 
Seattle. Furthermore, the opportunity exists to fill a niche and provide private drum 
lessons in a dedicated, high quality studio space. An increase in independent 
musicians may indicate a further opportunity to capitalize on young students looking for 
instruction. 
Several threats exist, the most obvious being competition and substitute services. 
Direct and indirect competitors, discussed below, present the most immediate threat. 
Substitute services, like online drum lessons and other after school activities present 
less pressing, but still pertinent, threats. Beyond this an uncertain political future poses 
a potential threat. With the results of the recent elections, regulations on small 
businesses remain somewhat uncertain, but are unlikely to charge drastically. 
Competi t ion 
Competition for The Drum Lab can be either direct or indirect. Among the direct 
competitors are similar facilities that provide a similar or identical service. Largely, this 
includes Guitar Center locations with lesson studios, Seattle Drum School, Donn 
Bennett Drum Studio, and private home-based instructors. Indirect competition 
includes music lesson facilities for other instruments, online drum lessons, and other 
extracurricular pursuits for students. These competitors are difficult to isolate and 
analyze, but their existence should be noted. 
Because both Guitar Center’s and Donn Bennett Drum Studio’s primary draw is retail, 
their student rosters are often built from their retail patrons. These customers may or 
may not “shop” drum teachers and can take their lesson experience at face value. 
Because Seattle Drum School provides drum lessons exclusively, their clientele is 
somewhat more discerning and committed as long term students. 
Main Competi tors 
Guitar Center: It is only recently that the national chain Guitar Center has begun 
expansion into the music lesson industry. This move was precipitated by falling sales 
and long-standing debt. This, if nothing else, indicates the future profitability of music 
lessons and Guitar Center estimates a 20% return on investment for studio space. 
Donn Bennett Drum Studio: Donn Bennett’s has provided drum lessons since their 
inception and currently employ over a dozen instructors. While the size of their student 
roster is unknown, their Bellevue location serves a specific area out of Seattle and 
students in the Bellevue area. Their facility is primarily dedicated to retail sales, but they 
still hold powerful sway as a five star drum shop. Locating near Donn Bennett’s will be 
avoided. 
Market ing Plan 
Overview 
Customer acquisition and retention are ultimately what determine whether or not a 
facility will be successful. Because of this, building a large roster of students and 
keeping the lesson rooms full at all times will be the primary source of income and 
focus in marketing strategy. 
Traditional marketing techniques such as print ads and posters will be incorporated 
alongside methods tailored for our particular industry and target demographic. 
Demonstrations, clinics, and school assemblies will be given in tandem with coupons 
for one free lesson to attract new students. At times when this is not possible, 
Groupon specials will be offered for one month of lessons at half price. In the 
company’s early stages it will be important to offer such discounts and trials in order to 
begin word of mouth recommendations and allow customers to experience the 
service. We predict retention rate to be high among trial and discounted students 
based on prior experience and recommendations from friends in the industry. 
Technology will be utilized significantly to foster relationships with current and 
prospective students through an online presence. This includes maintaining a website, 
social media presence, email list, and list of current phone numbers and addresses. 
Initially our marketing budget will be minimal, and aforementioned guerilla tactics will be 
used to gain students. The budget will grow with the company, which will allow the 
opportunity to begin using traditional marketing methods on a regular basis. 
Promotional Strategy 
The Drum Lab will focus initially on inexpensive guerilla promotions that target local 
schools and young students; explored below. 
-Clinics: Local K-12 schools will be targeted for in-class demonstrations and clinics 
based on the history of the drum set and world rhythms. These clinics will also be an 
opportunity to pass out “free lesson” coupons to prospective students. -Posters: 
Posters will be posted in targeted neighborhoods and school areas to reinforce the 
legitimacy of the business and remind those that have already seen a clinic or other 
form of promotion. -Maintenance: As a direct follow up to clinics, or as a promotion for 
schools unwilling to allow a clinic, a direct service will be offered to music 
departments. This proposed service includes monthly tune-ups/drum maintenance of 
school drum equipment in exchange for a recommendation from the teacher and the 
ability to pass out “free lesson” coupons. -Social Media: Social media content such as 
videos, photos, and blog posts will be utilized to attract attention online. This will serve 
as a cheap and effective alternative to online advertising and will encourage organic 
engagement and word of mouth. 
Promotional Mater ia ls/Market ing Media 
-Social Media Strategy: Social media endeavors will focus on the engagement of 
students, potential students, and Seattle drummers at large through original and 
authentic content. This may include videos of students performing, blog posts on 
various drum topics, and photos through popular platforms like Facebook, Twitter, 
Instagram, and a personal website. 
Content will follow a “pull” rather than “push” strategy. A push strategy designs content 
that is “pushed” onto potential customers and takes the form of more classic 
advertisements. A “pull” strategy attempts to interest and engage potential customers 
without focusing on specific products or services. In this way, associations are made 
with the brand and more information about The Drum Lab will be requested rather than 
imposed. In practice this involves creating original and authentic content such as free 
lessons, performances, and reviews. Ultimately the goal is for potential students to 
share and engage organically. This strategy will be a key component of the Drum Lab 
Seattle’s marketing as recommended by The Drum Lab, CA. -Logo: A distinctive logo 
will be either used directly from The Drum Lab, CA or modified from that original 
design, shown below. This logo will be used on all promotional materials and on any 
signage. 
 
-Signage: A critical component of the marketing and materials budget will be front 
signage. A large professional sign will be important, but should not exceed $1000. The 
sign will be modeled after the above logo in color, will have basic lighting near the 
base, and will sit flush against the front of the studio. 
-Website: A business website will serve a number of functions and will be maintained 
primarily by Zack Bell. Website functionality will include scheduling lessons, information 
about the facility and instructors, payment options, links to social content, and a 
contact form. Design and layout will follow a consistent theme with the physical 
location itself in color and format, and will impart a sense of professionalism and 
consistency. 
-Testimonials: Student testimonials will be obtained in both written and video formats. 
These can be utilized on The Drum Lab website, social media outlets, and in any sort 
of biographical context. 
 
Locat ion 
Shown below is the proposed location for The Drum Lab at 2607 South McClellan 
Seattle, WA. The central marker indicates location while the lettered markers show 




Cole Paramore – Cole has experience in drum instruction, which includes private 
mentoring through one of the world’s premiere drum teachers Mike Johnston. Cole 
holds a degree in Management from Western Washington University, graduating with 
honors and a minor in audio technology. With a current roster of students and an 
extensive understanding of the industry at large, he is well prepared to begin this 
venture. 
Zack Bell – Zack has similar experience in drumming and drum instruction and has 
instructed in the Seattle area for several years. His connection with local school 
systems and music programs will be a source of potential growth. Furthermore, 
advanced computer science knowledge will be invaluable for technical endeavors like 
website management and software programming. Zack will also be a source of 
investment and has prior experience in entrepreneurship and start-ups: including the 
development of a high-profile indie video game and other small tech-based 
developments. 
 
Plan of Operat ion/Ownership Structure 
Ownership will be divided between Zack and Cole, initially forming an LLC on paper 
and a partnership in practice. Day to day operations and management structure will be 
handle primarily by Cole, though until student rosters reach capacity of two instructors 
both partners will be responsible for teaching/certain administrative tasks. 
Additionally, Cole will handle the majority of marketing efforts and Zack will be 
responsible for computer development tasks and both will be responsible for various 
financial and administrative duties. 
Although additional instructors are not projected to be necessary until a roster of at 
least 100 students in achieved, the instructors will be paid as independent contractors 
for the sake of simplicity and ease of hiring/firing. This is necessary due to the variable 
nature of an individual’s roster, availability, and ability to teach. 
Capital Requirements 
Start-up costs are projected to require a $50,000 loan with $20,000 in cash provided 
by the owners. Startup capital: $70,000 (licensing, renovation, lease signing) Source 
– Personal investment/traditional bank loan 
Working capital: $5,000 (while building roster, advertising, etc.) Source – Net cash, 











F inancial Assumptions 
In order to estimate costs, revenues, and sources of funding, several realistically 
conservative assumptions have been made. Most importantly, it is assumed here that 
The Drum Lab will be able to receive $50,000 of traditional bank financing at 5%. 
Additional funding of $20,000 will be provided by the owners. Cost estimates for the 
planned renovation have been created by cross-referencing a quoted build for The 
Drum Lab, CA. Rent is calculated presuming a lease for $18 square feet (NNN 
included) per year with 1668 square feet at 2607 South McClellan Seattle, WA. 
Revenues have been calculated with a simple assumption of one student contributing 
$100 per month ($25 per lesson). First year revenues assume 30 pre- existing 
students and growth assumes a modest addition of five students per month for year 
one and eventually tapering after reaching 100 students. Depreciable assets are 
calculated to decline with a straight-line depreciation method. 
While the financial ratios for 2015 are not optimistic, they are largely skewed by the 
slight net loss for the year. After the first year, revenues and net profit are expected to 
be positive and grow through 2019, and loan principle payments are presumed to 
begin in 2017. 
Because each owner can feasibly handle 80 half hour lessons per week, additional 
employment and instructors are not considered at this time. This means, however, that 
all expensed instructor salary can be reinvested in the company if the need arises. 
While this form of liquidity is not preferred, it is still an important option that makes 








































Financial Rat io Explanat ions 
Current Ratio – Because The Drum Lab holds little to no short-term liabilities, the 
current ratio indicates a reasonably strong capability to pay off short-term obligations. 
Debt Ratio – The debt ratio incorporates the entirety of long-term debt but does not 
take into account that the bulk of total assets lies in non-recoverable lease 
improvements. Because of this, the debt ratio is somewhat misleading. 
Debt to Net Worth Ratio – While the debt to net worth ratio would indicate an 
aggressive debt strategy, this is because the ratio is projected directly after opening, 
before any operations have begun. Time Interest Earned – This metric shows an 
inability to pay obligations. However, this is most likely attributed to the net loss for year 
one, whereas The Drum Lab becomes profitable in year two while still maintaining 
interest payments. Net Profit on Sales – This metric again is reflective of the slight net 
loss for year one, but is projected to become positive in year two. 
Return on Assets – The Drum Lab at the point of this measurement shows a relatively 
low return on assets because of the relatively low student roster. Steady growth is 
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 If this plan were put into action and enjoyed any level of success, it might not 
only look like an attractive business to imitate, but could be construed as a lucky 
opportunity. In reality, of course, this business plan represents an immense level of 
preparation in Western’s business program and research into the particular industry.  
 Business opportunities will always exist; it is infrequently that any successful 
entrepreneur finds a true lucky break. In this case, it is not luck that distinguishes an 
entrepreneur, but the level of preparation and execution. An unprepared entrepreneur 
will be unable to capitalize on even the most attractive business opportunities just as 
the skilled entrepreneur will be able to recognize and capitalize on opportunities where 












Part 2: Retai l  
 
 Because of the pervasive and alluring rock-star fantasy, it is easy to forget 
about the many opportunities in the comparatively large retail and manufacturing 
sector. Capitalizing on these opportunities is what precipitated my pursuit of a 
Management degree. There is a multitude of jobs in the drum retail and manufacturing 
industry that go largely overlooked by many drummers, including shop managers, artist 
relation personnel, and positions typically found in the retail sector (web management, 
media management, etc.). These can be full time positions with real growth 
opportunities or a supplementary source of income in a musician’s career. Most 
importantly, they all play by the same rules of opportunity and preparation. 
Donn Bennett Drum Studio 
Described here is my experience working as a consultant for Donn Bennett 
Drum Studio in Bellevue, Washington. Donn Bennett’s is a five star drum shop and 
teaching facility serving much of the Northwest, which made it an ideal business for 
me to approach while studying the retail music industry.  
Initially my aim was to gain field experience in a position of relative power in the 
retail industry. However, because I was able to consult for a company so relevant to 
my interests, the experience quickly became an opportunity to network and gain 
practical knowledge about that particular industry. Notably, it was my experience in 
photography/videography/audio engineering that allowed me to pursue this 
opportunity, which speaks to a certain adaptability of skills. Something that I had 
pursued as a hobby became relevant in an area I never would have been able to 
predict. It can be said, then, that opportunities/preparation often compound on each 
other and provide avenues to other opportunities.   
The scope of my project, in its basic form, was to expand the scope of Donn 
Bennett’s online and social marketing media with professional photos and videos. I 
recognized that while Donn Bennett’s served a large market at a high level of volume, 
they were falling behind in their social media and online marketing efforts. Furthermore, 
I realized that one of their greatest strengths and differentiators was being dramatically 
underutilized. 
Donn Bennett’s is home to what’s known as “Donn’s Drum Vault,” the largest 
collection of historic and famous drum sets in the world. These sets are some of the 
shop’s most important assets, hanging attractively around the shop, but were virtually 
unused in marketing purposes. It was my concept to create individual videos for each 
of these sets, documenting their history and exhibiting how they sound.  
Beyond this, my job was that of initiator, coordinator, and director. Because the 
team was so small, it was relatively easy to contact each member, but difficult to 
coordinate around the busy schedules of each employee, Donn, and the flow of 
customers in the shop itself. My coordination efforts were an exercise in the soft skills 
necessary to working in a retail environment.  
All of this resulted in two important outcomes: one of greater preparedness, 
and an opportunity. I had never worked in a retail environment before, nor done any 
significant consulting. I had to adapt to a situation of relative power where my expertise 
took precedent. In most work situations I would adopt the role of a subordinate, which 
made this project an excellent opportunity to work on my own personal leadership 
style and become comfortable giving directions and coordinating a team. 
As important as this experience was for my preparation, it resulted in an 
opportunity as well. Although employment was not in the original scope of the project, I 
had essentially been given the chance to demonstrate my potential value to the owner 
and decided it was appropriate to consider discussing a position at the shop. I 
currently anticipate beginning a part-time or full-time position at Donn Bennett’s as a 















The Donn Bennett project is an apt parable for the concept of luck I have been 
illustrating. Although it may seem lucky that I was able to initiate this project and turn 
that experience into a job, it was only possible because of years of preparation. It is 
also important to recognize that the photography, videography, etc. skills that allowed 
me to take advantage of this opportunity were not acquired for this specific purpose. 
This illustrates the importance of a diversity of skills and being able to recognize that a 
skill’s relevance may not be immediately obvious.  
 In short, this bit of luck was the result of a certain set of preparations 
meeting an opportunity that I was able to recognize and capitalize on. I could have 
chosen any company for this consulting project, one in Bellingham for example, and 
not used it for any sort of networking. Treating these occasions as opportunities is one 








Part 3: Performance and Product ion 
 
 This section describes my pursuits in the recording and performance sectors of 
the music industry. These areas are most commonly misunderstood as accessible to 
the lucky few who are fortunate enough to be given major record deals and industry 
“breaks”. This fallacy can be reassessed under the lens of preparation and opportunity 
to great effect. Industry professionals invariably cite hard work and focused goals for 
their success, always dispelling the rumor that industry breaks are handed out at 
random. This still poses a challenge to most musicians, as career paths are not clearly 
defined and the road to success is generally murkier than in other industries. This 
ambiguity creates an anxiety that is usually more detrimental to a musician’s career 
than a lack of opportunities. 
 In order to avoid this, I have tried to prepare myself to be adaptable for the 
many opportunities that present themselves, and focus on the ones that have the 
most potential. This began with technical skill. On the drum set, I have tried to become 
comfortable in many different musical styles from jazz and classical to rock and pop. I 
never want to be put in the position of denying an opportunity because of a lack of 
preparation in the practice room.  
 Western’s music program has played an important role in this process. Before 
my time at Western my involvement in school ensembles had been limited to concert 
bands and symphonies while my familiarity of jazz was severely limited. During my time 
at Western I have had the opportunity to learn and perform in symphonic band, jazz 
ensembles, and drum lines. This has benefitted my level of preparation enormously, 
and has allowed me to capitalize on opportunities in styles of music that would have 
limited me in the past. As I progress I am able to accept more and more performing 
opportunities in different genres and contexts. In this way I have learned the 
importance of being a sort of “musical chameleon” in order to distinguish myself from 
other musicians. 
 With an interest in performance came an interest in recorded music and 
production. Although I had pursued recording and mixing as a hobby, I had never 
considered them valuable skills until I began my Audio Technology, Music, and Society 
Minor through Fairhaven. Discovering the Fairhaven Studio and Minor program allowed 
me to pursue the world of recorded music more seriously and has resulted in an 
invaluable skill set. This skill set has made me not only attractive as a musician, but 
distinguished me as a multi-faceted potential member of an ensemble.  
 Most notable of these endeavors has been my work with Nashville-based artist 
Harrison B. While living in Alaska I was recommended to him as a backing musician, 
and since then our relationship has grown from employer and employee to collaborator 
and bandmate. My reputation as a reliable drummer allowed me this opportunity, and 
preceded a working relationship and friendship that continues today. Since our first 
meeting six years ago I have had the opportunity to tour with Harrison B and co-
produce a single, a music video, and, most recently, a full length studio album. 
Though by now it may feel like rhetoric, these lucky breaks would not have been 
possible without extensive preparation. These opportunities will always exist, but it is 
the extent of preparation that determines eligibility.  
 




















 My experience at Western has been my biggest feat of preparation yet. In the 
past four years I have been able to refine my musical skills at the collegiate level, 
achieve relative mastery in a recording studio, design a plan for a small business, and 
network with people and organizations that will be life-long connections. The Honors 
Program has encouraged me to broaden my areas of interest and study a 
comprehensive curriculum, which has undoubtedly led to a unique perspective in my 
area of interest.  
 Though Western has introduced me to a number of opportunities, this is less 
important. Opportunities will always exist, but it is one’s level of preparation that allows 
them to take advantage of these opportunities. This level of preparation is the 
invaluable asset that I have received at Western, and part of why I consider myself 
“lucky”. 
 
